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blend & grind like a pro

OmniBlend blenders are used in

professional kitchens and bars,

and are the most durable asset

for your home kitchen. 

Find out why, and which model

would be best suited for you.



Blend smoothies, nut milks,

cocktails with frozen or raw

ingredients, and easily crush ice.

DRINKS

one blender that does it all

FOOD GRINDING

Purée and blend sauces,

dressings, baby food, soup, nut

butter, hummus, pesto or any

food that needs to be liquidised.

Grind oats, nuts, seeds and

grains for fresh flours, or use the

pulse function for a quick chop.



Why OmniBlend

A powerful motor that is protected from overheating,

stainless steel parts (which are replaceable), and a

design that makes it suited to blend anything.

OmniBlend blenders outperform and outlast any

domestic blender, ánd come with a 3 year warranty.

VALUE FOR MONEY

SMOOTHER RESULTS

DURABILITY & AFTER-SALES

Power combined with materials and design ensure

smooth blends of the toughest ingredients. Easily blend

ice cubes, raw and frozen fruit & vegetables, and grind

nuts & seeds. Texture is everything, and an OmniBlend

makes sure the result is as smooth as you like it to be. 

Warranty is only worth as much as the quality of the

after-sales support offered. We pride ourself in

managing our own workshop to guarantee quick

turnaround on repairs with parts immediately available.

That ensures our 3-year warranty really lives up to its

promise. Flat courier rates apply to support you

wherever you are in South Africa. 



Which model to choose?

Watch our videos that explain all differences, or read on the next

page how the 2 models compare.

Click the images on the left to watch the videos about the

difference between the OmniBlend I and V, and the different jugs

Differences between the OmniBlend I & V

Differences between the  jugs

https://omniblend.co.za/pages/which-omniblend-model-to-buy


Turn-dial for fully 

adjustable speed control

OMNIBLEND I

Touchpad with 3 speed settings 

Timer function (35, 60, 90 seconds) 

OmniBlend I or V?

 Same specs, different interface:
3HP motor

 2238W peak performance 

Thermal shut-off motor protection 

Fits all jug sizes

 Jugs are interchangeable

Suited for the OmniBlend Smoothie Cup 

Stainless steel parts 

 Pulse function

 3-Year warranty

 Tamper included

 2 Recipe books included 

 

OMNIBLEND V



For home use we recommend the

narrow base jug, as these jugs are the

most versatile. They're suited for

smoothies, soups, cocktails, and for

thicker blends like hummus, nice

cream, nut butter, and grinding dry

ingredients. Both the 1.5lt and 2lt

narrow base jugs have the same

functionality and just the capacity is

different.

Effortlessly blend smoothies, cocktails,

smoothie bowls, soups, hummus, nut

butter, pesto, sauces

Grind oats, grains, nuts, and seeds

Crush ice

 Blend frozen and raw fruit & vegetables 

Durable stainless steel blades that are

replaceable 

Available with 1.5lt or 2lt capacity

Tamper included for thicker blends

Polycarbonate material that is 

virtually unbreakable

 

The narrow
base jugs



Smoothie Cup
The Smoothie Cup is our latest accessory and can

be ordered with your OmniBlend blender. The

adapter fits all OmniBlend models. The cup is ideal

for blending a quick smoothie for on the go, blending

a salad dressing, or grinding nuts or seeds.



Key information

We vouch for the quality of our blenders, and back it up with a 3 year

warranty. Our dedicated workshop makes it possible to service your

blender for years beyond your warranty. 

3 YEAR WARRANTY

AFTER-SALES

CUSTOMER SERVICE

After-sales is critical for any appliance, and we pride ourself in our

responsiveness to handle any query. A service can also be booked at

any time through our website. 

At OmniBlend you're not a number. We enjoy our interactions with you

to assist with any questions, and you can contact us via phone,

Whatsapp, LiveChat or email. 

FREE DELIVERY

FREE RECIPE BOOKS

Orders that we receive by 2pm Mon-Fri are dispatched the same day.

We deliver free of charge to any address in South Africa. 

There's so much you can do with an OmniBlend blender that we're

including 2 recipe books filled with inspiration. Follow us on Facebook

& Instagram for recipes too 



How to order?

Orders are dispatched as soon as proof of payment has been received. 

Delivery to main centres takes 1-2 business days.

Click here to visit our website
and order online

SHOP ONLINE
Send your order and delivery

details to sales@omniblend.co.za

SEND AN EMAIL
Text message your order and

delivery details to 083 553 4322

WHATSAPP US

https://omniblend.co.za/collections/restaurant-kitchens-home-chefs
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=27835534322


Other questions?
Please let us know if you have any questions that we didn't answer in this guide, or prefer a

recommendation for your intended use. 
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